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Current project situation
The work of the TUM is split into three deliverables. The project plan defines the
following timing:
M1

M2

M3

^ March 2017 (Start)

M13

M4

M5

M6

th

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

M21

M22

M23

M24

^ Aug. 8 , 2017 D8.4

M14 M15 M16 M17
^ April 15th, 2018 D8.5

M18

M19 M20

D8.4 Evaluation of software packages
D8.5 Integration of existing software into central infrastructure
D8.6 Completed monitoring schedule

1.1 Project job positions and applications
The project currently suffers from the good job market conditions in Germany. A
job advertisement focused on print media was not successful in the beginning of
the project in March 2017. No suitable applicant could be found. Announcing the
situation to students brought one applicant for a student job in the field of the
project. Another job advertisement focused on online media also was not
successful in March 2018.
There are now attempts to get additional student workers for developments of
adapters and integration preparations.
Therefore, the employment situation of people working on the project is this:
No.

Name

Position

Task

1.

Edoardo
Barbieri

Student worker; 8
hours per week

2.

Dr. Alexander
Neidhardt

Development
and integration
tests
Project
responsibility;
Integration;
adaption for
Wettzell;

3.
4.

“Jumping JIVE”
Allocation

Task responsible;
Permanent
position at the
TUM; about 15%
project work in
2017; about 90%
in the first months
in 2018
Stefanie Daurer Secretray
Administration
Prof. Urs
Head of the
Administration;
Hugentobler
research group
Authorized to
sign

Due to the limited manpower situation and the fact that the position of Alexander
Neidhardt is mainly the development and integration of software at Wettzell, we

focused on the important integration parts with the most benefits for all
cooperating partners in Jumping JIVE (but also cooperation partners of TUM
Wettzell with similar requirements). This gives the following overlaps:

The parts contain:
EVN/JIVE ERIC: Implementation of a central monitoring with real-time
gathering and state evaluation for data which are relevant for operation
and diagnostics
Wettzell observatory (BKG/TUM): Implementation of a smart observatory
with autonomous sessions
IVS: Implementation of an auxiliary, seamless data archive for data sets,
which are relevant for data analysis
The current deliverable implemented the basic environment and performed
integration tests to prepare the establishment of a production system. It is not yet
a completely expanded monitoring system and just shows the general principles.
The system is going to be extended in the coming months.

1.2 Focus of the deliverable
The work of for the deliverable focused on the following parts:
Testing the integration of elements which are required for the monitoring
(like maps, screens, data acquisition, etc.)
Identifying of necessary software to integrate external systems
Developing of necessary software to integrate external systems (this will
also be continued on the following deliverable)
Acquiring data from dummy systems and systems
Identifying issues and limits for future use

1.3 Implementation of a test and integration infrastructure
The integration tests were done at two different locations:
At the Wettzell observatory, where the main infrastructure is located and
where one monitoring control center might be located. The infrastructure
looks like this:

At the TUM institute at Munich by the student worker. The infrastructure
there is a desktop PC and a mobile computer with a completely installed
monitoring environment consisting of ZABBIX, SysMon, MoniCA, Grafana,
InfluxDB
The general principle of the centralized monitoring is a setup using different
layers with different views.
The productive test environment is accessible at:
https://vlbisysmon.evlbi.wettzell.de
Username: JIVE
Password: the password can be requested from A. Neidhardt and is sent
separately in the email about the releasing of the deliverable
The user just has read rights. He can create new screens and maps combining
existing graphs and latest data for which he got access rights. All installation
work and the integration of new devices can only be done by an administrator.
There is currently just “Admin” as administrator.
After login, the following screen is shown (here showing an error for the Wettzell
observatory).

The complete monitoring interface is organized hierarchically. The main parts are
“maps” with links to the following layer of maps. The link can be activated by
clicking on the individual icon of an antenna or another monitoring device
(“host”).

The following map can be an antenna or a whole observatory. For the Wettzell
test environment, the next layer is the whole observatory.

As each map contains icons to hosts or sub-maps, one can go step by step down
to the system views. The complete layered setup is still under construction to be
tested for the Wettzell systems. An overview of all currently installed maps can
be requested by clicking to “All maps”.

In any case, the final detailed layer is a view using single “screens” for each
monitoring device (“host”) with detailed plots, graphs and information, like here
as excerpt for the Mark6 data recorder.

An overview of all currently installed screens can be found by clicking on “All
screens”.

The number of maps and screens will be extended in the coming project periods
to implement a complete working version of a system monitoring.
The following section describes all integration tests performed for deliverable 8.5.
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Integration tests
Several integration tests were made with different test machines to find ways for
getting data into the monitoring system while having different data sources at the
sites. Not all elements are already installed on the productive system. But there
is a detailed description in the Appendix section, how to get the systems working.
As described in deliverable 8.4, the focus was laid on system monitoring and not
primarily on remote control software. As detected, the use of
ZABBIX & SysMon
Telegraf – InfluxDB – Grafana
MoniCA
are most valuable.
The decision was made to use ZABBIX as main monitoring system, because it
has the best user comfort and a wide community within the industrial systems.
ZABBIX is free of license costs.
SysMon is only used if data should be saved in files to create an archive. It is
also ideal for Wettzell-like systems, to easily get data for decision processes
within the systems based on remote procedure calls.
Telegraf – InfluxDB – Grafana can co-exist to ZABBIX. If GRAFANA is used as
graphical user interface for all systems, ZABIX and InfluxDB, there is no
additional requirement for any changes. Additional, there are ongoing tests, using
“influxdb-cpp” (written by Zhang, Shanghai; see https://github.com/orcazhang/influxdb-cpp), to directly read data from the database InfluxDB. This
makes it possible to take data from there and inject it into ZABBIX and the usual
interface of ZABBIX.
To integrate MoniCA, an adapter code was written, which currently exists in beta
version and which is just tested with dummy data. It accesses the MoniCA
system and can be used to convert the found device descriptions into a template
configuration, which can directly be sent to ZABBIX/SysMon. There is an open
task for testing with real data, using input from the Australian AuScope network.
To simplify the access to the NASA Field System without Telegraf – InfluxDB –
Grafana and to support a live view on system status data, e-RemoteCtrl was
extended with a web server application, so that the operational data from the
NASA Field System can now be requested with browser applications. The
returned web pages contain tags which can be used to filter status data. These
values can then be injected to ZABBIX or ZABBIX/SysMon. A sample screen,
using the Wettzell antenna WETTZ13S is shown here:

The web service might be one of the most valuable ways to get data from the
sites, while potentiate also the value for the sites, having (at least read) access to
their antennas via browser.
The general infrastructure consists of a centralized data collection server to
which computers at the antenna sites can send data. The central server is
administrated by the monitoring service. All others (like operators, etc.) just have
read rights to see states or request data for diagnostics. The server offers
different access methods, which can be used by the antenna sites to send data.
In best case, the sites connect to the server, using secure shell (SSH) to pass
firewalls with settings for tunnels through which the data flow is organized.

To keep the SSH tunnel alive and open, “autossh” can be used with parameters
to periodically send keep-alive messages. The access to the central monitoring
system is only possible using HTTPS or SSH with a key file. All other ports or
access methods are blocked with firewall rules.
Access keys can currently be requested from Alexander Neidhardt, Wettzell
observatory.
The access methods can be extended in the future. Currently, the following
methods were tested for D8.5 described in detail in the following section.
No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

1

ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent
only on FS with separate
ZABBIX proxy

Wettzell int.
/ ext.

YES:
server
data

YES

PARTLY:
FS data
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent
only on FS with ZABBIX
proxy on the FS
ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent on
each PC and ZABBIX
connections to other
devices with separate
ZABBIX proxy
HTTP e-RemoteCtrl: no
ZABBIX at antenna site and
communication via HTTP
SCP: no ZABBIX at the
antenna site and
communication via Secure
Copy
ZABBIX/SysMon: separate
SysMon client for data
requesting and injection
MoniCA: use of the adapter
software to request and
inject data
Grafana: use of Grafana as
additional user interface to
integrate TIG and ZABBIX
InfluxDB-ZABBIX: use of
“influxdb-cpp” to access
InfluxDB and inject data to
ZABBIX

Completely
integrate on the
productive
system, because
this will become
the setup for the
smart observatory
-

like 1

like 1

YES

Wettzell
int. (e.g.
SNMP)

YES
(internally)

YES

Accessible on the
external
productive system

Wettzell int.

NO

YES

Wettzell int.
(and IVS
Live)

NO

PARTLY:
bug-fixing
necessary

Accessible on the
external
productive system
Adaption
accordingly to the
requirements

Wettzell int.
/ ext.

YES

YES

-

Munich

NO

YES

Tests with
AuScope

Munich;
Wettzell int.
(SLR)
Munich

PARTLY:
SLR

YES

NO

PARTLY

Depending on the
tests with
“influxdb-cpp”
Further tests are
required

* Location of the test integration (Munich = student environment; Wettzell ext. = productive system at
Wettzell; Wettzell int. = development system at Wettzell)
** The element is used for production data at Wettzell
*** Test was successful or not
**** Future plans

The test-wise integrated system combination is shown in the following image in a
simplified form.

The final monitoring system will be a combination of these scenarios above. Sites
should be able to have different, standard access possibilities to the system. The
current environment in total is shown in the following image.

Please note for the following detailed description, that a connection for a direct
communication without secure shell (SSH) is additionally possible, for specific
sites. As a direct communication reduces the security of the data and access it is
not separately described here, because it is not the preferred way. Each direct
communication requires the setting of firewall rules at the location of the
monitoring server and the antenna site.

Important is that the monitoring server just collects data, presents them and
evaluates them due to predefined alert levels. It takes no control or responsibility
for hazards or destructions at the location of the antenna. The server does not
take over control from the site. It is just a method to reduce the reaction time in
case of an issue or problem. Each antenna site should evaluate the following
data classes:

Priority Class
1
Hazards to humans
(Disaster)

Description
A human
being can be
injured or
killed
Hazards to systems Hardware can
(Disaster, High)
be damaged

Implementation
In the antenna
or hardware and
certified

2

In the antenna
or hardware and
certified

3

Hazards to
products
(High)

4

Hazards to data
quality
(Warning)

The creation
of products is
influenced or
stopped
The quality of
the data is
affected

Example
Emergency
stop, door
switches

Over-temperatures;
grease level
underflow
System software Servo failure,
and hardware;
so that the
NASA Field
antenna does
System
not move
System
Low SNR;
software;
missing PCal;
additional tools
Pointing

The integration design on one monitoring machine is shown in the following
image.

The ZABBIX agent (“agentd”) listen port is 10050 (standard port). Agents can be
requested by several servers and proxies. Agents are in passive mode, so that
the server must request data and that the agent does not send data
automatically.
The ZABBIX Proxy listen port is 10051 (standard port). Proxies are always in
passive mode, so that the server must request data and that the proxy does not
send data automatically. One proxy can exactly be requested by one server.
There is a proxy for each external data requester.
The ZABBIX Server listen port is 10052 (special for VLBI system monitoring). A
server can request data from several proxies and agents.
The communication through the firewall uses a reverse SSH tunneling. It is
initiated by the proxy using “autossh”, which logs in to
vlbisysmon.evlbi.wettzell.de. It creates a port 10049 on
vlbisysmon.evlbi.wettzell.de which is connected to port 10051 on the proxy. The
ZABBIX server on vlbisysmon.evlbi.wettzell.de connects to 127.0.0.1:10049 to
get data from the proxy.

2.1 ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent only on FS with separate
ZABBIX proxy

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

1

ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent
only on FS with separate
ZABBIX proxy

Wettzell int.
/ ext.

YES:
server
data
PARTLY:
FS data

YES

Completely
integrate on the
productive
system, because
this will become
the setup for the
smart observatory

Architecture:

Description:
The antenna site uses the NASA Field System or another equivalent system to
control the observation and hardware. The communication and data acquisition
between the Field System and the hardware is independent from the monitoring
system. The PC with the Field System also runs a ZABBIX agent on the standard
port. It monitors all PC parameters defined by ZABBIX and additional, separate
operational parameters. The data additionally monitored are defined in the
configuration file of the agent. Entries like

defines an external program “getfsitem” called by ZABBIX agent each time the
server request the item fs.meteo_humidity. The program can be user code
written by station staff or a program provided by the monitoring center. There are
several libraries to access the shared memory of the Field System, like the eRemoteCtrl version “fsmonitor.cpp/.hpp”.
A ZABBIX proxy is installed on a separate machine at the location of the
antenna. The proxy is the stub for the external ZABBIX server at the monitoring
center. The proxy machine is behind the firewall of the antenna site and opens
an SSH connection to the server machine. It sets a reverse tunnel from a port on
the server machine to the proxy machine which is the connection over which
ZABBIX communicates to request status data, set configuration parameter and
reply current values. The proxy buffers the values and forwards them to the
server, so that data are not lost even when the communication is shut down for a
while.
The monitoring operator uses the ZABIX web frontend and the predefined
screens and maps to get an overview of the current states in the whole network.
The site operator can decide which data are offered to the monitoring center (by
changing the definition in the configuration file) and if they are monitored
(activated agent and activated tunnel).
The complete configuration of request intervals, use and management of items is
done by the server and configured with the ZABBIX web frontend on the server
machine.
If data should be used during a further processing, they must be requested using
the ZABBIX API with JASON HTTP requests, as described in the ZABBIX
documentation.
Current status:
The setup is currently implemented as productive system and test setup at
Wettzell observatory. It is used for basic monitoring data. Field system data are
currently not yet integrated. But the data propagation of this method is tested and
evaluated using the Mark6 data recorder with similar conditions.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
This will be one of the main monitoring setups.

2.2 ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent only on FS with ZABBIX proxy
on the FS

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

2

ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent
only on FS with ZABBIX
proxy on the FS

like 1

like 1

YES

-

Architecture:

Description:
The setup is the same like in the previous section. The only difference is that the
ZABBIX agent is directly on the Field System machine. This avoids an additional
computer, but opens a direct connection to the Field System machine, which
brings all the traffic to the main computer controlling the observation. It also
requires an additional installation of the ZABBIX agent and proxy software on the
Field System machine.
Current status:
The setup was experimentally tested on a separate Field System machine. It
might be dependent which compiler version is used, if ZABBIX is translated from
the sources on older machines in the network.

If data should be used during a further processing, they must be requested using
the ZABBIX API with JASON HTTP requests, as described in the ZABBIX
documentation.

Future plans for the central monitoring:
This is one option for external sites without installing a separate, new server
hardware.

2.3 ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent on each PC and ZABBIX
connections to other devices with separate ZABBIX
proxy

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

3

ZABBIX: ZABBIX agent on
each PC and ZABBIX
connections to other
devices with separate
ZABBIX proxy

Wettzell
int. (e.g.
SNMP)

YES
(internally)

YES

Accessible on the
external
productive system

Architecture:

Description:
The setup is the similar to the first one. The difference is that each machine or
device is additionally equipped with a ZABBIX agent to retrieve data in parallel to
the usual control structures. Each machine defines the values which are offered
by setting the individual definitions in the specific configuration files on the
individual machines.

If data should be used during a further processing, they must be requested using
the ZABBIX API with JASON HTTP requests, as described in the ZABBIX
documentation.
Current status:
The setup is used for all external devices like USP SNMP requests, rack
temperatures, etc. and will be continued at the Wettzell observatory.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
This option will be continued at Wettzell but might be too time-consuming for
other sites.

2.4 HTTP e-RemoteCtrl: no ZABBIX at antenna site and
communication via HTTP

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

4

HTTP e-RemoteCtrl: no
ZABBIX at antenna site and
communication via HTTP

Wettzell int.

NO

YES

Accessible on the
external
productive system

Architecture:

Description:
The setup is similar to the second one with a major difference that ZABBIX is not
required on location of the antenna. Instead of ZABBIX, the new version of eRemoteCtrl with an integrated web server must be used. The web server uses
the environment of the Field System and the implementations of the Wettzell eRemoteCtrl software to read HTML files with comment tags which are
dynamically replaced by real data.
Currently the following HTML pages are supported:
FieldSystemMonitoring.html: the main web page (similar to index.html or
the root page)

SystemStatusMonitor_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the
performance of the system status web page for page updates on specific
browsers like Chrome
SystemStatusMonitoring.html: the system status web page with
information like in the System Status Monitoring window on the Field
System screen
Mark5RemainingCapacity_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve
the performance of the Mark5 capacity web page for page updates on
specific browsers like Chrome
Mark5RemainingCapacity.html: the Mark5 Remaining Capacity web page
with information like in the Mark5 Remaining Capacity window on the Field
System screen
SystemTemperatures_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the
performance of the System Temperatures web page for page updates on
specific browsers like Chrome
SystemTemperatures.html: the System Temperatures web page with
information like in the System Temperatures window on the Field System
screen
PhaseCalMonitoring_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the
performance of the Phase Calibration web page for page updates on
specific browsers like Chrome
PhaseCalMonitoring.html: the Phase Calibration Monitoring web page with
information like in the Phase Calibration Monitoring window on the Field
System screen
WebCam_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the performance
of the webcam web page for page updates on specific browsers like
Chrome
WebCam.html: the webcam web page which uses a periodically fetched
webcam image of the antenna
Antenna_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the performance of
the antenna monitoring page for page updates on specific browsers like
Chrome
Antenna.html: the antenna monitoring web page with a standardized eRemoteCtrl view of the antenna control unit, where a specific station code
in the e-RemoteCtrl software must be written by antenna staff
Log_iframe.html: a page with an iframe to improve the performance of the
log file page for page updates on specific browsers like Chrome
Log.html: the Log File web page with information from the session log like
in the Logging window on the Field System screen plus a separated
filtered error log
The web pages can be changed individually at each site. Additional links to other
web servers can be integrated to extend the possibilities.

The web pages contain standardized comment tags, which are replaced by real
values, e.g.

is replaced by
“
for the 20m Wettzell antenna.
The Field System machine is behind the firewall of the antenna site and opens
an SSH connection to the ZABBIX server machine. It sets a reverse tunnel from
a port on the server machine to the web service on the Field System machine
which is the connection over which the ZABBIX server machine requests the web
pages.
The ZABBIX server uses “external checks” to call a script or program which
downloads the web pages periodically and also checks the performance
parameters of the download. The script searches for the patterns in the web
pages and feeds the items found to the ZABBIX server.
Current status:
This setup will be used for Wettzell antennas. It might be the optimal way for all
other sites, because they just have to install the e-RemoteCtrl server, actvate the
integrated web server and open the tunnel to the ZABBIX machine using
autossh. It is currently not completely activated on the productive system.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
The complete implementation will follow until end of April 2018.

2.5 SCP: no ZABBIX at the antenna site and
communication via Secure Copy

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

5

SCP: no ZABBIX at the
antenna site and
communication via Secure
Copy

Wettzell int.
(and IVS
Live)

NO

PARTLY:
bug-fixing
necessary

Adaption
accordingly to the
requirements

Architecture:

Description:
The setup uses the same idea like the previous one to avoid ZABBIX installations
on the antenna site. It even avoids the creation of a permanent tunnel to the
monitoring server machine. Instead it uses secure copy (SCP) to send a
standardized file with all relevant values to an incoming folder on the server
machine. This sending process can
be written in any programming language by the antenna staff or
be activated in the e-RemoteCtrl software (where only updates are sent, if
there are relevant changes)
The file format is this:

A program or script periodically reads this file on the server machine and sends
the data to the ZABBIX server.
Current status:
This setup was tested for IVS Live. It can be used if the remote control access to
e-RemoteCtrl is deactivated, because there is an access right bug which is not
yet fixed. The software is not installed at the moment, due to development
constraints.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
This participation possibility might be a solution for older antennas, because
nothing is required besides a small script from station staff periodically sending
the information file. Until end of 2018, the software should be reactivated.

2.6 ZABBIX/SysMon: separate SysMon client for data
requesting and injection

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

6

ZABBIX/SysMon: separate
SysMon client for data
requesting and injection

Wettzell int.
/ ext.

YES

YES

-

Architecture:

Description:
The setup is used for meteorological values from the antenna WETTZ13S, were
data should also be archived in files. The architecture of SysMon uses a SysMon
sensor proxy for this situation. This proxy is a client program which uses the
proprietary communication used for the local control of the antennas to request
predefined data. The request is hard-coded. Received data are taken to feed the
application interface (SysMon API) of Wettzell SysMon. It is a separate database
with own tables and priority classes. The application interface registers sensors,
creates templates for the registration of the sensors in ZABBIX and sends data to
both databases. In case of ZABBIX, it uses the zabbix_sender program. It works
like an adapter between SysMon and ZABBIX.
The first step in the client is a registration phase which must be done once. It
reads a configuration file and uses “usRegisterSensors” of the SysMon API to

read a configuration file and install the SysMon tables and prepare the ZABBIX
template. Most important parts in the configuration file are the sensor definitions
which are directly converted into ZABBIX items. Set limits are directly converted
into triggers which rise alert levels. An excerpt of such a configuration file looks
like this:

The rest of the client is a low-level while loop doing the following steps:
Open connection to the data source using remote procedure calls, simple
sockets, or serial connections
Reads values
Convert values to suitable values for SysMon API (e.g. adapt the
precision)
Use method “usSendSingleData” of the SysMon API to inject the data to
SysMon and ZABBIX
Close connection
Sleep a specific time period (usually a second for wind data and 1 to 5
minutes for other meteo values)
The client is started with a start script and does the data processing periodically.
In case of the Wettzells productive system, SysMon sends data to the ZABBIX
proxy. The SysMon sensor nodes are registered at the ZABBIX server using the
generated template. Therefore, ZABBIX proxy collects all SysMon data locally,
while ZABBIX server requests these data sets from the proxy.
Current status:
This setup is used for meteorological data. The data can be requested via the
external web page, e.g. for the meteo data of antenna WETTZ13S. Wind data for
one week taken from all wind sensors of the observatory look like this:

Future plans for the central monitoring:
The system will be implemented for all antennas at Wettzell. It might be a good
solution for analysis data, which should be stored in files, like required for the IVS
seamless auxiliary data archive.

2.7 MoniCA: use of the adapter software to request and
inject data

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

7

MoniCA: use of the adapter
software to request and
inject data

Munich

NO

YES

Tests with
AuScope

Architecture:

Description:
The setup adapts to antenna systems which already use MoniCA for their own
monitoring. Currently the antennas are mainly located in Australia. The
application on site of the antennas is Java-based. The antenna sites do not have
to install additional software. The idea for the centralized monitoring is to use a
small adapter program on the server machine which polls available monitoring
points and the data from the already existing systems. The program is located on
the ZABBIX server machine and connects external machines at the location of
the antenna to the centralized monitoring.
Currently just dummy data were used for the integration tests. During D8.5, a
basic adapter class was written in C++ as demonstrator for the possibility to
directly use data from MoniCA. This class must be beautified and standardized
for the final implementation on a production system. Nevertheless, it shows that
data can be retrieved from a MoniCA system and inserted into SysMon/ZABBIX.

Current status:
The setup is just integrated on the test system at Munich to do development
purposes. It is not yet prepared for real-world data from the Australian
telescopes.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
After cleaning up the class, it should be offered as access point to MoniCA.

2.8 Grafana: use of Grafana as additional user interface to
integrate TIG and ZABBIX

No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

8

Grafana: use of Grafana as
additional user interface to
integrate TIG and ZABBIX

Munich;
Wettzell int.
(SLR)

PARTLY:
SLR

YES

Depending on the
tests with
“influxdb-cpp”

Architecture:

Description:
The setup is more or less a work-around to directly support the NASA Telegraf –
InfluxDB – Grafana system. It just adds Grafana as an additional graphical user
interface on top of ZABBIX web interface.
Grafana offers some advantages, e.g with the extended possibility of many more
graph types than ZABBIX or in case of bool states, where the steps are shown
correctly. The disadvantage is the complex use which is not always intuitive.
In case of the Wettzell laser ranging systems, Grafana on top of ZABBIX was
successfully tested and is in use for the internal monitoring system of the satellite
laser ranging. Other tests were made in Munich on the test systems using
dummy data.
Current status:
The setup is still in use at the Wettzell laser ranging system. It is not yet installed
on the productive system of VLBI.
Future plans for the central monitoring:

Depending on the requirements (e.g. if the e-RemoteCtrl web server access does
not solve the problem for all antennas), Grafana can be installed in addition to
ZABBIX. It might also be interesting for better graphics or in combination with
ZABBIX web pages.

2.9 InfluxDB-ZABBIX: use of “influxdb-cpp” to access
InfluxDB and inject data to ZABBIX
No.

Name

Test
location*

Produc- Success- Future plans
tive**
ful***

9

InfluxDB-ZABBIX: use of
“influxdb-cpp” to access
InfluxDB and inject data to
ZABBIX

Munich

NO

PARTLY

Further tests are
required

Architecture:

The architecture is the same like used for the SysMon/ZABBIX client with the
MoniCA adapter.
Description:
The setup is exactly the same like for the MoniCA adaption. The development is
still ongoing and uses an external library “influxdb-cpp”. The software
architecture is identical to the MoniCA adaption.
Current status:
First tests.
Future plans for the central monitoring:
It might be a replacement for the work-around using Grafana as additional user
interface, because data can be injected to ZABBIX using the adapter.

3

Conclusion and outlook
Several integration tests were successfully made to prepare a first working
version of a productive system. Test systems were installed on a development
PC in Munich and as system in use at the Wettzell observatory. Dummy data and
real data were successfully used to test the access methods to get data into the
monitoring system. The real data are taken from the Wettzell antennas, mainly
the newer 13.2m VGOS antenna WETTZ13S. The productive system is
accessible from the public Internet.
Due to limitations of staff, the integration mainly made a focus on integration tests
and detailed descriptions, so that issues and problems could be find out and that
one can use the documents to implement an own monitoring center, e.g. at JIVE.
At least 9 integration tests with several sub-aspects were performed. It was
necessary to write small code adapters or to combine existing software during
the installation. Most of the tests were completely successful. Only a few require
additional work to get them running. Almost have of the integrated methods are
already usable on the productive system at Wettzell. The rest is in preparation.
It became clear during the integration, that the most valuable way with the least
changes and work at the antenna sites is the use of e-RemoteCtrl web service.
Therefore, main focus will be laid on such method for the next deliverable. The
other methods will be integrated completely, but only activated if there are
constraints which require the use these access methods.
Within the coming months, the monitoring will be extended to a complete system
for the Wettzell observatory and for all three antennas. This is a first complete
test-bed for a centralized monitoring. There are also contacts to test external
antennas.
Finally, the test integration phase is successfully finished. Nevertheless, the
integration has some overlaps (bug-fixing, integration on a productive system,
etc.) with the following deliverable.

4

Appendices

4.1 Appendix: Installation of a VLBI SysMon Node
Nod (with
updates to D8.4)
D8.4

4.1.1 Used machines
The used machines are:
one-height slot

with two boards in one

The completely installed SysMon server looks like this:
t

Both computers must be configured in the same way
The first is for the internal management (local telescopes)
tel
The second is for the external management (other telescopes
te
etc.)

4.1.2 Setup the BIOS
Open BIOS by pressing “DEL” after startup of the computer
co
Activate the RAID system in the BIOS
See
Enable SATA in the “Main” screen of the BIOS system:
system
“Serial ATA: Enabled”
“SATA Controller
roller Mode Option: Enhanced”
“SATA RAID Enable: Enabled”
“ICH Raid CodeBase: Intel” (we use an Intel ESB2 RAID
RAID controller)

Set the right boot order
Change into “Boot” screen of the BIOS system using the arrow keys
Push “USB KEY” (maybe also “USB FDC” or other USB devices) and “ PCI SCSI:
HostRAID#0 ….” into this order using the '+' and '-'
' keys

Exit and save the configuration with all changes using
us
the “Exit” screen

4.1.3 Configure the RAID 0
We use two HDDs with 1TB each as RAID 1 (mirror set)
set for redundancy on anIntel ESB2
RAID controller.
Open the Intel RAID Configuration Utility using Ctrl+'I'
Ctr
Activate the creation of a raid

Create a mirror set (RAID1) with the name “VLBISysMon” on the existing disks

Push “Create Volume” and accept the the overwrite warning
w

Exit the configuration utility

After rebooting you should see something like this

4.1.4 Download Ubuntu and install the ISO on a datastick
4.1.4.1
Methode Windows PC and
a LinuxLive USB Creator
Download Ubuntu from
on a separate machine,
e.g. a Windows PC
You will get an ISO-image
image of the installation
Download “
” from
(do not use UNetbootin because it has some failures with 64-bit
64
Linux/Ubuntu
systems; see
)
Install LinuxLive USB Creator by double click on the
the installer program and follow the
installation instructions
Start the program LinuxLive USB Creator and create a Linux USB-stick
stick (a detailed instruction
can be found here:
)
Select the USB-stick
stick on which the image should be installed
Select the ISO image of the Linux system
Select no “PERSISTENZ”
Select the formatting of the stick with FAT32
Click on the flash sign to start the installation

The installation is finished after you see:

Close the program and dismount the USB-stick
USB
4.1.5
Methode copying the Ubuntu image on a stick
Ubuntu CD and DVD images can now be written directly to a USB stick, which is a very easy way
to make a bootable USB stick.
Simply choose a CD or DVD image that will fit on your
your USB stick and copy it on a stick with
no partitions.

Further informations:

4.1.6 Install Ubuntu on the SysMon machine

Insert the stick into a free USB slot
To connect keyboard and mouse, you need an USB hub, because Supermicro X7DWT just
has two USB ports

Start the PC and select “Install Linux” when prompted
prompt
Select English as language

Accept third-party software

Select the standard setting “Erase disk and install Ubuntu”. Accept the partitioning request.

Select “Berlin” as timezone by clicking
clicking onto the position of Berlin on the map

Select the German keyboard

Create a the personalization with computer name and your name as “vlbisysmon” and a user
“oper” with a dedicated password and select the auto-login.
aut

Then the installation starts

Reboot the system and keep the USB-stick
USB
in the USB-slot
Reboot with the live system on the stick (Start Linux
Lin from the stick)
Follow the installation of the GRUB bootloader on the
t RAID
(see
) for a standard desktop system
Open a terminal (search “term” in the programs)
Become root

Mount the RAID to /mnt

You can check the RAID (other checks can be found
here:

Mount the required directories for the GRUB installation
install

Change into root environment of the installed system on the RAID
RAI

Install GRUB (
)

Update GRUB

Exit the changed root privileges

Reboot the system and extract the USB-stick,
USB stick, so that the system boots from the harddrives.
harddrives
Check bootz order before.

Open a terminal and become root again

If necessary, set a APT-proxy
proxy with “cat
“
> /etc/apt/apt.conf”, where the following must be
entered (finish with “Ctrl+C”)

Update package information

, (it is still possible to change the environment after
a
log-out and
clicking onto the Ubuntu logo over the user login)
with ” sudo apt-get
get install lubuntu-desktop
lubuntu
”
and set it as default environment:
check which environments
nments are available with “ ls /usr/share/xsessions/ ” and if
Lubuntu.desktop exists and
edit the default settings file with “ vi /usr/share/lightdm/lightdm.conf.d/50-ubuntu.conf
/usr/share/lightdm/lightdm.conf.d/50
”
as root and change it to

Reboot
(Maybe it is necessary to change “update-apt-xapi”-settings,
“update
settings, which updates the software
database regularly and takes a lot of CPU time)
in the menu
and follow the instruction in the images below

Open a terminal (“LXTerminal”) using the start menu

Become root with “sudo
sudo su”
su
Set hostname if not already correct: “vi
“ /etc/hostname”” and set it to “vlbisysmon”
Open the “Network Connections” dialog
dialog (under the LXDE (Lightweight X11 Desktop
Environment) it is in the
)

Each server has two network interfaces. The first one
one gets a static IP setting with an fixed
IP from the IP-table
table (see
) and the second gets a DHCP
setting (this can be let as it is in the standard installation)
i

Disconnect the wired connection
onnection and connect again

Check the correct settings using “ifconfig”
“
in a terminal

First set the time and timezone in the desktop with
Set hardware clock to UTC (as user “root”): “vi
“ /etc/default/rcS”” and set line “UTC=yes”
“
Run “timedatectl set-local
local-rtc 0 ”
Set localtime to GMT+0: “rm
“ /etc/localtime” and “ln -ss /usr/share/zoneinfo/Etc/GMT+0
/etc/localtime”
Check it with “timedatectl
timedatectl”. You should see something like this:

“apt-get install ntp”
“apt-get install ntpdate”
Set local NTP servers for “ntpdate”: “vi
“ /etc/default/ntpdate”
Set line “NTPSERVERS=
NTPSERVERS= “192.168.208.4 192.168.208.5””
192.168.208.5”” (delete the existing
NTPSERVERS line)
Set local NTP servers for “ntpd”: “vi
“ /etc/ntp.conf”
Set line “server
server 192.168.208.4”
192.168.208.4
Set line “server
server 192.168.208.5”
192.168.208.5
Set all existing server lines as comments (starting '#')
Set all existing pool lines as comments (starting '#')
'
Set current time once
“ /etc/init.d/ntp stop””
“ntpdate -s
s 192.168.208.4”
192.168.208.4

“ /etc/init.d/ntp start””
Check NTP status
“ ntpq -p”

4.1.7 Costomize Linux software for system monitoring
4.1.7.1
Firefox browser
Add “Automatic proxy configuration URL” in the Firefox internet browser

If another browser should also be used, do the same setting there.
4.1.8
SSH server
Install a SSH server with “apt
apt-get install ssh” (or as minimum “apt-get
get install openssh-server”)
openssh
Install “autossh” to automatically restart SSH sessions
sess
and tunnels with “apt
apt-get install
autossh”
Run “xauth
xauth list $DISPLAY ” to get the cookie of the SSH connection, e.g.
“somehost.somedomain:10
somehost.somedomain:10 mit-magic-cookie-1
mit
1 4d22408a71a55b41ccd1657d377923ae ”
Change user with “sudo
sudo su”
su
Run “xauth
xauth add «<cookie» ”, e.g. “xauth add somehost.somedomain:10
omedomain:10 mit-magic-cookiemit
1 4d22408a71a55b41ccd1657d377923ae ” to add the forwarding cookie to the new user
Create an SSH key for user “oper”, using “ssh-keygen
“
-b 4096 ” and save it to file
“vlbisysmonoper” (
)

Install the new key file “ssh-copy-id
“
-ii vlbisysmonoper.pub oper@192.168.208.236 ”
The new key is installed
d at “ /home/oper/.ssh/authorized_keys ”
Permit password authenication by editing “ /etc/ssh/sshd_config ” and activate the
following line with “no”
Restart ssh daemon with “ /etc/init.d/ssh restart”
From now on login is only possible using “ssh
“
-X -i vlbisysmonoper
oper@192.168.208.236 ”
Note: If you want to use the key with Putty on Windows,
Windows, you have to use the program
“puttygen” to convert the key to a *.ppk file in the
the Putty format. Open “puttygen” and follow
the menu “File” “Load private key” and open the private key generated
generat before. It
converts the key. Save the new key by pushing on the
the button “Save private key” and store
it as “vlbisysmonoper.ppk”. Then open Putty and create
create a new connection. Open the
menu “SSH” “Auth” and add the new private key in *.ppk format.
4.1.8.1
Vino VNC server
Configure the “Desktop Sharing Preferences” by calling
call
“vino-preferences” as user “oper”
(define a VNC password: here “+oper!”)

Disable encryption, to easily allow the access with all VNC clients, with “gsettings
gsettings set
org.gnome.Vino require-encryption
encryption false”
false
Create a new directory (if not yet available) as user
us “oper”: “mkdir
mkdir /home/oper/Software ” and
“mkdir
mkdir /home/oper/Software/vino_vnc ”
Change into the new directory with “cd
“ /home/oper/Software/vino_vnc ”
Create a start script “vinovnc.sh” with an editor in
in the new folder and add the following
content:

Change the access rights of the new script with “chmod
“
744 ./vinovnc.sh ”
Create a desktop starter file with “vi
“vi /home/oper/.config/autostart/vinovnc.desktop ” and add
the following context (it can also be created with the program “lxshortcut”):

Test the automatic start: log-out
log
and -on
on again, which should start the application (test it with
“ps ax | grep vino”)
The VNC Ports are:
and
An example configuration of a remote VNC client can look like the following setup for the
Ubuntu “Remmina Remote Desktop Client” (similar settings
settings can also be used for other VNC
clients, like “Real VNC” under windows or xvnc4viewer
xvnc4view under
der Linux; just if a tunneling is
required, it must be set manually, using a separate SSH client)

4.1.8.2
Editor geany
Install geany using the command “apt-get
“
install geany”
4.1.8.3
GNU g++ compiler
Install g++ using the command “apt-get
“
install g++”
4.1.8.4
Subversion
Install Subvserion as root with “apt-get
“
install subversion”
4.1.8.5
PostgreSQL 9.5
“apt-get install postgresql-9.5
9.5”

The PostgreSQl database is then at “ /var/lib/postgresql/9.5/main”
The PostgreSQL configuration is then at “ /etc/postgresql/9.5/main/postgresql.conf” (to find
the current location of the configuration file use “ps ax | grep postgres”, which prints the
complete calling arguments of the server including the “config_file” parameter, e.g.
“/usr/lib/postgresql/9.5/bin/postgres -D /var/lib/postgresql/9.5/main -c
config_file=/etc/postgresql/9.5/main/postgresql.conf ”)
Enable remote access
“vi /etc/postgresql/9.5/main/postgresql.conf” and enable “listen_addresses = 'localhost'”
and “port = 5432”
“vi /etc/postgresql/9.5/main/pg_hba.conf” and enable “host all all 127.0.0.1/32 trust”

Restart PostgreSQL with “ /etc/init.d/postgresql stop” and “ /etc/init.d/postgresql start”
(“/etc/init.d/postgresql-8.4 restart” my not work correctly
Test the connectivity with “ psql -h 127.0.0.1 -p 5432 postgres postgres” (quit with Ctrl-D)
For the programming
can be used
Further documentation can be found on
Install the PostgreSQL library for the compiler using “apt-get install libpq-dev”
4.1.9
Wettzell System Monitoring Software (SysMon)
The software can be found on the Wettzell Subversion
repository
Create a directory “Software” in the home directory of the user oper with “mkdir
/home/oper/Software ”
Change into the new directory and fetch the SysMon source with the Subversion command
“svn co
”
Connect to PostgreSQL using “ psql -h 127.0.0.1 -p 5432 postgres postgres” (quit with Ctrl-D)
Create role and database:
“CREATE ROLE sysmon ENCRYPTED PASSWORD '+sysmon!' SUPERUSER
NOCREATEDB NOCREATEROLE NOINHERIT LOGIN CONNECTION LIMIT 100;”
“CREATE DATABASE sysmon WITH OWNER=sysmon;”
Test the connectivity to the new database with “ psql -h 127.0.0.1 -p 5432 sysmon sysmon”
(quit with Ctrl-D)
Change into directory of Wettzell SysMon software and build the individual components which
you want to use

4.1.10 Apache web server
Install Apache2 as root with “apt-get install apache2”
4.1.11
PHP
“apt-get install php libapache2-mod-php php-mcrypt”
4.1.12 automake
“apt-get install automake”

4.1.12.1 Zabbix
Idea of a distributed monitoring concept (the map as
a

)

A basicc manual can be found here:
Install the Zabbix software using
“apt-get install zabbix-server
server-pgsql ”
“apt-get install zabbix-agent
agent ”
“apt-get install zabbix-frontend
frontend-php ”
Create log file folders
“mkdir /var/log/zabbix-server
server ”
“mkdir /var/log/zabbix-agent
agent ”
“mkdir /var/log/zabbix-proxy
proxy ”
“chown
chown zabbix:zabbix /var/log/zabbix-server
/var/log/zabbix
”
“chown
chown zabbix:zabbix /var/log/zabbix-agent
/var/log/zabbix
”
“chown
chown zabbix:zabbix /var/log/zabbix-proxy
/var/log/zabbix
”
Configure the server with “geany
geany /etc/zabbix/zabbix_server.conf ”

Create the zabbix database after connecting with ” psql -h 127.0.0.1 -p
p 5432 postgres
postgres” (quit with Ctrl-D)

Create the zabbix proxy database after connecting with
w ” psql -h
h 127.0.0.1 -p 5432 postgres
postgres” (quit with Ctrl-D)

Download the Zabbix sources which fit to the Zabbix installation of the operating system: e.g.
for Ubuntu 16.04. LTS it is Zabbix 2.4.7 (to check, start “zabbix_server”” with “DebugLevel=3”
“
in the configuration file “ /etc/zabbix/zabbix_server.conf ” and read the log file at
“ /var/log/zabbix-server/zabbix_server.log
server/zabbix_server.log ”, which is also defined in the configuration file of
the server):
or download from
to the directory
/home/oper/Software/ and extract the package with “tar
“ -zxvf
zxvf zabbix_3.2.4.orig.tar.gz”
zabbix_3.2.4.orig.tar.gz

Change into folder /home/oper/Software/zabbix-3.2.4/database/postgresql
/home/oper/Software/zabbix 3.2.4/database/postgresql and run
(see
) for the
server

and for the proxy

Restart Zabbix server process
“ /etc/init.d/zabbix-server
server stop ”
“ /etc/init.d/zabbix-server
server start ”
Configure PHP with “geany
geany /etc/php/7.0/apache2/php.ini ” and restart the Apache2 server
s
with “/etc/init.d/apache2
/etc/init.d/apache2 stop ” and “ /etc/init.d/apache2 start”

Create Web front-end
end as root
“ cd /var/www ”
“ mv /var/www/html/ /var/www/html_original ”

“ chown -R www-data:www
data:www-data /var/www/html_original ”
“ mkdir html ”
“ cp -R
R /home/oper/Software/zabbix-3.2.4/frontends/php/*
/home/oper/Software/zabbix
./html/. ”
“ chown -R www-data:www
data:www-data /var/www/html ”
Restart the Apache2 server with “ /etc/init.d/apache2 stop ” and “ /etc/init.d/apache2 start”
start
Open a browser and connect to “
” and follow the instructions (if the
configuration file cannot be saved automatically, then
then download it and save it at
/var/www/html/conf/.

Prepare manual Zabbix installation

Update the “zabbix_server” and “zabbix_agent” to the
th latest version
Change into directory “ /home/oper/Software/zabbix-3.2.4/ ”
Run a configuration

Build the server and agent

Copy server, agent and proxy to /usr/sbin

Create a new configuration file for the proxy

and edit it with “geany /etc/zabbix/zabbix_proxy.conf ”

Create a soft-link to the original configuration files

Create a shell script to test startup of server using “geany /usr/sbin/zabbix_server.sh ” and
change the mode to allow the execution of the script

“mode 755 /usr/sbin/zabbix_server.sh ”
Create a shell script to test startup of proxy using “geany /usr/sbin/zabbix_proxy.sh ” and
change the mode to allow the execution of the script

“mode 755 /usr/sbin/zabbix_proxy.sh ”

Stop agent and server

Change server name using “geany
“
/etc/zabbix/zabbix_agentd.conf ”

Change hostname to “vlbisysmon.vlbi” also in the Web
We interface

Change password of user “Admin”

Disdable “guest”

Create the proxy for the localhost in the Web interface

This proxy
now be used to access agents etc., because it is also
also used by other external
Zabbix servers to forward data in distributed systems.
syste

Error log: zabbix_agentd [8394]: Can't recreate Zabbix semaphores
semaphores for IPC key
0x7a028449 Semaphore ID 196608. Operation not permitted.
Remove the semaphore manually ipcrm -S 0x7a028449
Error log: zabbix_server [56363]: cannot attach to existing shared
shared memory: [13]
Permission denied
The program was started before using another user always start programs with
same user; maybe reboot to solve this problem
Data do not arrive at the zabbix_server
Stop the zabbix_server, zabbix_proxy and zabbix_agentd;
zabbix_agentd; start the zabbix_proxy;
start the zabbix_server; start the zabbix_agentd

HTT file archive
4.1.13 Create an HTTP
Create a directory in the web space of the already existing Apache server to store historic
monitoring data there as files

The structure of the archive can be individual but suggested is a folder structure in the
following way: monitoring control point ID, year, month,
month, individual day file, e.g.

Each program for the individual monitoring control point must take care on the individual
structure itself.

4.1.14 Change HTTP to HTTPS
See:
Create a new directory for the new certificates and change to this

Create private key (you have to enter a pass phrase) and delete password

Sign certificate

Create self-signed certificate

Activate SSL module

Activate port 443 in the Apache configuration /etc/apache2/ports.conf and add

Change to directory /etc/apache2/site-enabled

Create symbolic link

Create a virtual host by editing /etc/apache2/sites-available/default-ssl.conf; add
something like this:

Deactivate HTTP

Change listen ports to avoid port 80 in /etc/apache2/ports.conf

Restart Apache server

4.1.15 Specific setup for the Wettzell vlbisysmon-PCs
Wettzell VLBI-systems use the complete Wettzell suite of SysMon. It is available
here:
All standard installation folders and files of Zabbix are deleted, because everything is
contained in “/home/oper/Software/vlbisysmon”
It contains the folders:
“ ”: all executable binarys and script files after compilation and building
“
”: all configuration files
“
”: all main programs of the Wettzell SysMon suite

“
”: a general Makefile to build and install the central vlbisysmon-PC
vlbisysmo PC with ZabbixZabbix
server, -proxy, and -agentd
agentd
“
”: the central start script and all other scripts (usually
(usually as externals to the VLBI script
folder)
“
”: all code parts running on a separate sensor hardware
“
”: all clients connecting to sensor servers to get data and copying them to
SysMon
“
”: all sensor servers connecting to a hardware, reading
reading data and offering
them usually with an RPC interface
“
”:: all interface code files to communicate to the sensor
sensor hardware (client side);
usually used by sensor servers to read data
“
”: SSH files, like private keys to automatically connect
connect to other servers
“
”: Zabbix releases which are used on the system
To build and install the VLBI SysMon system do the following steps
Create a folder “Software
Software” in the home directory of user “oper”
Change into this folder

Build and install the code

Now everything is prepared for a start
To start all servers run

To check if all servers are run enter

You should see something like this:

To stop all servers enter

4.1.16 Create ZABBIX users for different purposes
The following users are created on the centralized system monitoring machine
Admin (Zabbix Super User: administrator)
oper (Zabbix User: Wettzell operator)
JIVE (Zabbix User: Jumping JIVE EVN network manager)
manager
maybe different other users one per site (Zabbix User:
Us site operator)
Before a user can be created, it is necessary to create
create a suitable user group with defined
access rights (a user group and therefore a user has no rights at all after pure creation)
cr
A group can be created like this

A user can then be created doing the following steps
steps (defining a name, the group
membership, password, etc.)

4.1.17 Install additional images
The monitoring center
er uses additional background images:

Background images can be installed with:

The monitoring center uses additional icon images (icons always require
require the sizes 24, 48, 64,
96, 128 pixels):
24 , 48 , 64 , 96
, 128
Icon images can be installed with:

4.2 Appendix: Installation and configuration of the
monitoring of a NASA FS PC (with updates to D8.4)

The general data from the NASA FS PC are operational or diagnostic data which do not need to
be saved for data VLBI analysis centers. Operational and diagnostic data are just managed in the
Zabbix system and the data history is limited to one or two weeks (max. a month) to reduce data
volume on the system monitoring PC.

4.2.1 Install a Zabbix agentd on the NASA FS PC
The following description is just for NASA FS PCs which are in the same network as the
Zabbix Server PC doing the monitoring.
Download Zabbix sources as described in
Unpack sources e.g. into a folder /usr2/prog/Software/

Change into newly created directory, run the configuration utility and buidl the agent

Make a safety copy of the original configuration file

Edit the configuration file and change the falues to the following (Hostname should be the
name for the individual system which is also used later in the Zabbix front end; the IP
addresses of the server must be those from the real Zabbix server PC)

Become root rights and do the following steps

Test the start of the Zabbix agent

Create a startscript in /etc/init.d/ e.g. with the name zabbix_agentd or include it to another
ano
start script. To start the zabbix_agentd it must contain this:

4.2.2 Activate monitoring on the Zabbix server
Create new host

Set templates

Wait a few minutes and the collected data should appear
ap
from the FSPC

4.2.3 Customize the data presentation/graph for the NASA

FS PC needs
Create new graph for disk space (which is an already
already existing item in the template for hosts
and therefore already collected by the Zabbix agent)

Select the host for the FS PC and “Graphs”

Click on “Create graph”

Enter a name, the graph sizes, the graph type (here “Pie” chart) and add the item monitored
in the graph

Push “Update” to create new graph

Check the output
utput of the new graph by selecting “Monitoring Graphs Group
“NASAFieldSystems” Host “fsttw1.vlbi” Graph “Disk space usage /“

This steps can now be done for all already collected
collected monitoring data from the host
“fsttw1.vlbi” or also for further computers from which data should be collected with a Zabbix
agent host.

4.2.4 Add additional, individual monitoring items collected
collect

by Zabbix agent
Create a new item (= monitoring sensor value) for the
the host “fsttw1.vlbi” by selecting
“Configuration Hosts “fsttw1.vlbi”:Items”
“fsttw1.vlbi”:Items

Click on the button “Create item”

One important item is the information if a process is running. Zabbix agent already supports
such additional checks using specific keys. The key “proc.num” (number of process found
fo
for
an individual name) is used for process checks. Enter
Enter a name for the item, e.g. to check if the
Antenna Control Daemon (acud) is running, select the
the right key (e.g. proc.num(acud)), enter
an update interval in seconds, enter the time for historic
h
data
ata storage and for trend storage,
assign an application (e.g. Processes”), and push “Add”
“Add” to create the new item for the host
“fsttw1.vlbi”.

Wait a minute and check if the data arrive for the new item using “Monitoring
Monitoring Select
Hosts “fsttw1.vlbi” Processes”
Proces
” and check the column “Last value”, which should show
s
the
number of processes found for the individual process
process name (for regular processes you should
see 1 if it is running or 0 if it is not running; for
for “idl2rpc.pl” processes using the Wettzell
Communication
ication Middelware you should see 2 if it is running
running or 0 if it is not running).

4.2.5 Add additional, individual trigger to detect alert levels
Create a new trigger for alert levels for the host “fsttw1.vlbi” using
“Configuration Hosts “fsttw1.vlbi”:Triggers”
“fsttw1.vlbi”:Triggers

Click the button “Create trigger”

Enter a name for the trigger (e.g. “ACU Daemon is not
not running”) and a severity (alarm level)
and add an expression by pushing the button “Add”. Select the item which should be checked
with the trigger.

Enter a function, which is the IF-statement
IF statement to check which state will lead into an error
er state,
e.g. all situations when not two idl2rpc.pl processes
processes are found are errors here.

To test the expression, it is necessary to open the Expression constructor and to click
cli on
“Test” for the activated expression.

The expression can then be tested against different values. The result of the expression will
be shown in the “result” frame.

Maybe also click “Allow manual close”, which means that an operator can reset the error state
manually, and click “Update” to create the new trigger.
trig

The items are then tested and the host will show an error state if the trigger fires.

4.2.6 Create a screen to show all important information

about the NASA FS PC
Individual screens can be used
used to show system states and graphs. The most important
impo
states
for the NASA FS PC are e.g. disk space, CPU load, maybe
maybe memory, network load.
Create a new screen using “Monitoring
“
Screens Creat screen”

Define a name for the screen and the dimensions as number of rows and columns and push
“Add”.

Open the “Constructor” of the screen

Push the “Change” link for each of the individual fields
f
on the screen.

Select what should be shown in this field and push “Update” or “Add”.

If all fields are filled with parameters, the screen can look like this:

4.2.7 Create an overview system map for the NASA FS PC

needs
Maps are used to show the logic structure of system processes. They are a hierarchical structure
for VLBI systems. The complete antenna system (e.g. TTW1)
TW1) is one upper layer. It is split into
sublayers of maps according to the individual parts,
parts, e.g. Control, Antenna, Infrastructure, IT, and
so on. The structure can be individually.
To adapt to individual processes,
ocesses, individual icons for elements in the map can
c be created an
load to Zabbix. New icons can be created with MS Powerpoint
Po
or
graphic tools. It is important that different images
images (e.g. PNG format) are always created for
the
e following width sizes in pixel: 24 , 48 , 64 , 96
, 128
pixels. These
different sizes are used to increase a highlighted icon if an alert level is fired.
A new icon can be added using “Administration
“
general Images”

Push the button “Create icon” to install a new icon set.

Select the icon image file in the upload dialog and give a name for the icon, e.g. the icon type
in combination with the size.

Do this step for all individual icons
Create a new map for the NASA Field System PC using “Monitoring
“
Maps Create map”

Enter an owner. Also other users can be defined here
here to be owner of the map. Define a name
for the map, e.g. “NASA Field System PC”, the dimensions
dimensions of the map and check the
checkboxes.
s. Minimum trigger severity should be “Warning”, so that warnings and higher
alerts are highlighted. Finally, press the button “Add” to create the map.

Construct the new map to set icons and network connections
connections clicking on the “Constructor” of
the the newly created map.

Add a new icon and pull it to a position on the map.
map. Click on the new icon and fill out the form
which opens. Select the type (e.g. Host or Trigger or …), set the label, asign a host, define
the different sizes of the icons for different alert situations and add an individual screen link to
the URLs (use the internal references shown in the image below). “Apply” and “Close” the
dialog.

Add further icons, e.g. for triggers

Link the individual icons. Click on one icon, hold doan the Ctrl-key
key and click on another icon.
Using “Add” of a “Link” to connect both icons.

Label the newly created link and connect it to a trigger,
trigger, so that the line will be colored when
the trigger fires.

The finished link should look like this:

If several system
tem parameters are connected and set, the map with a warning severity looks
like this:

4.3 Appendix: Installation and configuration of the
monitoring of a Mark6 data recorder

In general, data from the Mark6 data recorder are operational or diagnostic data which do not
need to be saved for data analysis at the VLBI analysis centers. Operational and diagnostic data
are just managed in the Zabbix system and the data history is limited to one or two weeks (max.
one or two month) to reduce data volume on the system monitoring PC.

4.3.1 Install a Zabbix agentd on the Mark6
The following description is just for Mark6 systems which are in the same network as the
Zabbix Server PC doing the monitoring.

4.3.2 Simplified installation using the Wettzell Mk6 station

code (suggested way)
Wettzell uses an already prepared installation package on a subversion repository which
includes all necessary elements. All installations should be made on the Mark6 using the
folder
As member of the Wettzell staff you have access to the latest version which can be found
here:
http://xsamba.wtz/svn/vlbi/trunk/code/mk6stationcode/
Change into the installation folder
and get the version with:

Non-members can get the package from the official Wettzell system monitoring page as tarball of the latest tagged version:
Change into the installation folder
unpack it with

, download the package and

Change into the new folder
Build the sources

Install the sources inclusively the startup script

4.3.3 Installation without the Wettzell Mk6 station code
Download Zabbix sources as described in 0) SysMon Node VLBI
Unpack sources e.g. into a folder /usr2/prog/Software/

Change into newly created directory, run the configuration utility and buidl the agent

Make a safety copy of the original configuration file

Edit the configuration file and change the falues to the following (Hostname should be the
name for the individual system which is also used later in the Zabbix front end; the IP
addresses of the server
must be those from the real Zabbix server PC)

Become root rights and do the following steps

Test the start of the Zabbix agent

Create a startscript in /etc/init.d/ e.g. with the name zabbix_agentd or include it to another
start script. To start the zabbix_agentd it must contain this:

4.3.4 Configure Zabbix agent
Use the configuration file from the Wettzell package which contains this

Adapt the server address “
or Zabbix server
The configuration uses the
script
Mark6:

” to the actually used one of Zabbix proxy
to read the values from the

4.3.5 Configure Zabbix server
It is necessary to configure a host, graphs and screens on the ZABBIX server for the
monitoring of the data in the monitoring data center

4.3.6 Simple configuration using the Wettzell template files
The simple way is to use the template files created at Wettzell. To do this, follow the following
description. The templates can be requested from the Wettzell observatory.
Before you import the template file, you can change the IP addresses and naming in the XML
file using a text editor. The current Mark6 host uses a passive ZABBIX proxy to pass firewalls.
Import the host template: 20180406_zbx_host_mk61ttw2_via_proxy.xml

Import the screen template: 20180406_zbx_screen_mk6.xml

You should now be able to open the following screen:
screen

4.3.7 Manual configuration without the Wettzell template

files
representation for the Mark6. Assign the group “Linux
“Linux servers” and create a new
group “Mark6”, and other specific for your institute

according to the items defined above in the agent configuration
configuration (useful
additional items are free space on Mark6 modules and
and disks, used space on modules and
disks, total space on modules and disks, etc.)
et

It is also possible to combine items to create a new
new one (like the fill state of the modules
and disks)

for the new items (especially for the fill states)

for the new host

Use the constructor to design the screen
sc

How to add elements is described
here: https://www.zabbix.com/documentation/3.0/manual/config/visualisation/screens
https://www.zabbix.com/documentation/3.0/manual/config/visualisation/screens

4.4 Appendix: Installation and configuration of the
monitoring of an SNMP device (like a USP)
Written by M. Schönberger

4.4.1 Prepare the server and agent for SNMP
4.4.1.1
SNMP-traps
Zabbix is not able to receive SNMP-traps directly. It needs help from other tools:

Default is to run the agent snmpd, we need the snmptrapd running. Change configuration
file /etc/default/snmpd

In file /etc/default/snmptrapd change following line:

To get readable traps, trapper deamon must pass the received traps to trap translate
deamon. Therefore edit configuration file /etc/snmp/snmptrapd.conf

To get zabbix conform messages edit following lines in file /etc/snmp/snmptt.ini

Make backup of original file /etc/snmp/snmptt.conf and change the file to only containing
following two lines:

After editing the config files we have to restart the services
Till Ubuntu 14.04:

Since Ubuntu 16.04:

Configurate and restart zabbix-server

Delete # before following lines

Restart server:

Configure logrotate for /tmp/zabbix_traps.tmp
To prevent the trapper-file
file from growing to big we can use the linux tool logrotate. It should be
already installed. Create configuration file

and insert following lines

4.4.1.2
Configure SNMP monitoring of UPS with zabbix
Configurate SNMP for TwinTwin and RTW-UPS
Open web interface of UPS (http://192.1
http://192.168.208.240)) in a web browser and log in. Go to
Cofiguration SNMP and set at least 192.168.208.235 (sysmonvlbi.vlbi
(sysmonvlbi.v - the vlbi zabbix server)
as SNMP Trap Receiver. Set community as well.

Click Apply and
Configuration Save Configuration. Save and reboot. Do the same for usvantrtw.vlbi
(http://192.168.208.241)
Add hosts and Link with the snmp ups templates
Login to web interface of Zabbix on http://192.168.208.235 Go to Configuration Hosts. At right
upper corner click Create host.

Insert host name and group UPS. Add a SNMP interface. The agent interface can be removed.
Insert description and click Update.

4.5 Appendix: Installation and configuration
configuration of the
monitoring with a SysMon node (with updates to D8.4)

The data from other equipment at location of the telescope are interesting for analysis
an
and not
only for operations. Therefore, tey are analysis datawhich
which are saved to be used by the VLBI
analysis centers. Analysis data are managed by SysMon
SysMon and in the Zabbix system. There is a
web archive containing the data history over years in individual formats on the system monitoring
PC.
The management of the analysis data requires a suitable
suit
installation of the Wettzell System
Monitoring Suite (SysMon): see 0) SysMon Node VLBI.
The SysMon suite is maintained by the Wettzell observatory
obse
(see
) and consists of the following parts,
while for own programs only the folder “main”
“
is essential.

contains all central modules and programs of the current
current SysMon suite, e.g.
with all the C/C++ modules of the API
a program which can be used to backup content from the SysMon
database into files
a program which can be used in scripts and other programs
pr
to
register sensors and to send data to SysMon using system
s
calls
Proxies are predefined clients, which fetch data from
from already existing sensor
servers (mainly for Wettzell observatory
observatory needs in the form of idl2rpc.pl clients)
Programs which run on sensor hardware like microcontrollers
microcon
Server programs (mainly for Wettzell observatory needs
needs in the form of
idl2rpc.pl servers) which fetch data from sensors, process them and offer them to clients.
Modules and test programs which realize the interface
interface to a sensor hardware
The SysMon node PCs use the following software components
comp
(
):

The SysMon sender or SysMon API must always be used on the PC where SysMon and
Zabbix is running. A remote data injection is not enabled.
e
Therefore, proxies
ies can be used.

4.5.1 Create an own C/C++ program to send in data of a

dedicated sensor control point or use a script calling
call
"sysmon_senderc"
All Wettzell programs are located in the SysMon project.
project. Other external programs just need
the files from directory “main” of the SysMon suite.
A simple program just cons
sists of the following scheme:

Scripts can also just call the program “sysmon_senderc” which is located at
“/home/oper/Software/vlbisysmon/main/sysmon_sender/bin/ ” using one of the following
arguments:

4.5.2 Register the sensor control point at SysMon
It is necessary to create a standardized SysMon configuration file which describes the new
sensor control point with its sensors to register it in the SysMon system.
A basic explanation of the configuration can be found in the Monitoring and Control
Infrastructure Whitepaper:
An example of such a configuration looks like the following file “dewarproxyc.conf” describing
the dewar values of the Wn antenna at Wettzell:

Register the new sensor control point:
The registration is processed using the function
“CSysMonAPI.usRegisterSensors(argv[1])” in the above program
Another possibility to register the sensors is to use the “sysmon_senderc” program, which
can be found here “/home/oper/Software/vlbisysmon/main/sysmon_sender/bin/ ” in the
described installation. Call the program with the following parameter:

4.5.3 Import sensor control point template as host to

Zabbix
The registration creates a separate XML-file if the configuration file contains a valid
“<CreateZabbixImportTemplates” block.
The generated XML-file describes the complete host settings for the new sensor control point
and can directly be imported to Zabbix. The import can be done using the web interface of
Zabbix.
Start the import using “
”

Select the rules for “Update existing”, “Create new”
new” and “Delete missing” an browse to your
file in the “File Upload” window. Select the newly create XML template file, click “Open” and
then “Import”.

After the import you should find a new host with some
some items, triggers, graphs, etc. in the list of
hosts

4.5.4 Send in data and check the arrival
There are two possibilities to send data:
Start your C or C++ program (or proxy)

or run the program “sysmon_senderc” in the directory , which can
can be found here
“/home/oper/Software/vlbisysmon/main/sysmon_sender/b
/home/oper/Software/vlbisysmon/main/sysmon_sender/bin/ ” using:

Check if the data arrive in Zabbix.

You can directly click on “Graph” link behind each received new value to show the
t data
history of the already received data.

Administrators can also check if the data arrive in the sysmon databases using “psql”
program of PostgreSQL.

You should see something like this for your values:

End with Ctrl-Shift-'D'

4.5.5 Create individual screens and maps
Create a new screen using “

”

Define a name for the screen and the dimensions as number of rows and columns and push
“Add”.

Open the “Constructor” of the screen

Push the “Change” link for each of the individual fields
f
on the screen.

Do this for all individual graphs and elements which
which should be shown on the screen.
The finished screen should then look like this

4.6 Appendix: Installation and configuration of the
monitoring of a NASA FS using e-RemoteCtrl web
application
This is just a short description which will be extended for the final setup.
Download and install e-RemoteCtrl.
Configure the web server with the e-RemoteCtrl configuration file
“eremotectrl.conf”:

Start the e-RemoteCtrl server “ercd eremotectrl.conf”. Now the web pages should
be accessible. You can adapt the web pages to install other designs.
Request an SSH key for the access to the vlbisysmon.evlbi.wettzell.de machine.
Install a “autossh” connection to the machine and inform the monitoring server
operator to activate the monitoring of the new antenna.
After you got access data, you can login to the monitoring web page for your
antenna.

4.7 Appendix: Installation and configuration of Grafana in
addition to ZABBIX
The Grafana framework will be used to get a better visual representation of the items monitored
with Zabbix. Up to date installation guidelines for Ubuntu can be found here.

Unfortunately Grafana has it's own Web-Server running on port :3000, but we want to access
the GrafanaWeb-pages in a subfolder on the standard http-port :80. To enable this we need to
setup Apache to act as a proxy for the Grafana server.
First we need to enable the Apache proxy modules:

Then modify the default Web-Server settings in ”/etc/apache2/sites-available/000-default.conf“
and add this settings:

and add/change the following setting in ”/etc/grafana/grafana.ini“:

Finally we need to install the Grafana-plugin for Zabbix:

and restart both Apache and Grafana:

Next steps are to configure the Grafana Zabbix plugin:
1. Login to the Grafan Web page (
) with user “admin” and password
“admin”
2. In the top-left menu open “Plugins”
3. Click the Apps tabs in the Plugins section and select the Zabbix plugin
4. Click on enable
5. In the top-left menu select “Data sources” and add a new data source with the following
settings
a. Name: Zabbix
b. Type: Zabbix
c. URL:

d. Access: Proxy
e. Username: Admin
f. Password: Zabbix
6. Click on “Save and Test”
Now the Zabbix Server Dashboard within the top-left menu

Zabbix should be working.

